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1. What was the first clue Connor and Owen found?
a. A neon rocket sticker
b. A crayon
c. A wheel 
d. A toy car

       

Discussion  
Let’s see how well you understood The Mystery of the Missing Dump Truck!

2. What was different about the wheel Connor and Owen found?
a. It was smaller than usual
b. It had a splash of bright orange paint
c. It was broken 
d. It was broken and had a splash of bright blue paint

3. What was Hailey playing with under the oak tree?
a. A big yellow school bus
b. A yellow ball
c. A big dog
d. Building blocks 

4. Ms. Nancy didn’t want to let Connor and Owen inside the main cabin. 
Why?
a. Because it is closed
b. Because it is haunted 
c. Because there is a class inside
d. Because it is free play 

5. What did Owen find on Kyle’s jacket?
a. A badge
b. A neon rocket sticker
c. Gum
d. Bird poop



6. Why didn’t Kyle want to tell Connor and Owen that he played with 
the truck? 

9. Have you lost a favorite toy? How did that make you feel? 

7. Where did Connor and Owen find the truck? How did they figure out 
the truck was there? 

8. Why did Mr. Luke take the truck? 

Discussion  
Let’s see how well you understood The Mystery of the Missing Dump Truck!
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10. Draw your favorite toy. What’s your favorite thing about it?

Discussion  
Let’s see how well you understood The Mystery of the Missing Dump Truck!
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Answer Key

1. c 

2. d

3. a

4. d

5. b

6. Because he broke the wheel. 

7. In the shed. / The blue paint from the wheel matched the blue paint on the shed. 

8. To fix the broken wheel. 
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